Universal Blade Sharpener Model 210
Precision Sharpening for Whizard® trimmer blades.
The Bettcher Universal Model 210 lets you sharpen
®
Whizard blades quickly and accurately with
consistent sharpness time after time.
Regular sharpening of your Whizard blades results in
higher yields, longer blade life, and more consistent
operator performance.
With its universal design, unique sharpening wheel,
and precision steeling devices, the Model 210 turns
dull blades into fine cutting tools in just seconds.
The Model 210 is easy to use, too. All that's
required is a screwdriver to open and close the
blade-holding mechanism, a simple positioning of
the wheel, and insertion of the proper steel. That’s
all there is to it!
The blade is held firmly in place so the sharpening
wheel and steel can precisely duplicate the original
factory edge. There's never any guesswork. Your
maintenance department will sharpen Whizard
blades, including TrimVac blades, with greater speed
and accuracy than ever before!

Simple Sharpening Wheel
Adjustments:Simpleinstructions
forproperwheelsettingforeach
bladeeliminatesguesswork.

Universal Whizard® Blade Sharpener
shown with optional blade holder and
a serrated blade.

Precision Sharpening Wheel:
CorrectlysharpensallWhizardblade
types,neverneedsdressingand
outlastsothersharpeningstones.

Properly Secure Blades and
Accurate Steeling:Thereisablade
holderandsteelforeachtypeand
sizeofblade.

Performance Features:
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+
+

+
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Blades are held in the exact position for sharpening.
Easy-to-use. No special tools needed.
Converts quickly to sharpen any Bettcher Whizard
blade.
Precision sharpening wheel assures an accurate,
sharp edge every time. Durable CBN coating lasts
much longer than ordinary wheels. Never needs
dressing.
Steeling device is precisely aligned for deburring for
all Bettcher Whizard blades. Repeatable results
without any guesswork!
Simple operation makes sharpening Whizard blades
quick, easy and flawless.
Compact design requires very little bench space.
Stainless steel construction resists rust and corrosion.

Simple, straight forward design makes it
easy to restore any Whizard Trimmer
blade to its factory sharp edge.

Specifications:
Electrical
115VAC, single phase, 60 cycle
230VAC, single phase, 50/60 cycle
Dimensions
Height: 17 ½” (44,5 cm)
Width: 10 ¼” (26,0 cm)
Depth: 20 ½” (52,1 cm)

17 ½
[44,5]

12 ½
[31,8]

Weight
Crated: 49 lbs (22,2 kg)
20 ½
[52,1]
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